This paper presents an exploration of different statistical association measures to automatically identify collocations from corpora in English, Portuguese, and Spanish. To evaluate the impact of the association measures we manually annotated corpora with three different syntactic patterns of collocations (adjective-noun, verb-object and nominal compounds). We took advantage of the PARSEME 1.1 Shared Task corpora by selecting a subset of 155k tokens in the three referred languages, in which we annotated 1, 526 collocations with their Lexical Functions according to the Meaning-Text Theory. Using the resulting gold-standard, we have carried out a comparison between frequency data and several well-known association measures, both symmetric and asymmetric. The results show that the combination of dependency triples with raw frequency information is as powerful as the best association measures in most syntactic patterns and languages. Furthermore, and despite the asymmetric behaviour of collocations, directional approaches perform worse than the symmetric ones in the extraction of these phraseological combinations.
This paper presents an exploration of different statistical association measures to automatically identify collocations from corpora in English, Portuguese, and Spanish. To evaluate the impact of the association measures we manually annotated corpora with three different syntactic patterns of collocations (adjective-noun, verb-object and nominal compounds). We took advantage of the PARSEME 1.1 Shared Task corpora by selecting a subset of 155k tokens in the three referred languages, in which we annotated 1, 526 collocations with their Lexical Functions according to the Meaning-Text Theory. Using the resulting gold-standard, we have carried out a comparison between frequency data and several well-known association measures, both symmetric and asymmetric. The results show that the combination of dependency triples with raw frequency information is as powerful as the best association measures in most syntactic patterns and languages. Furthermore, and despite the asymmetric behaviour of collocations, directional approaches perform worse than the symmetric ones in the extraction of these phraseological combinations.
Introduction
Although there is no agreement about the linguistic properties of collocations, it is commonly accepted that the automatic identification of this type of multiword expressions (MWEs) is crucial for many natural language processing tasks such as natural language understanding, or machine translation (Sag et al., 2002; Wehrli and Nerima, 2018) .
From a statistical point of view collocations are recurrent co-occurrences of word pairs given a short span of text (Firth, 1957; Benson, 1990; Sinclair, 1991) . Thus, they are often identified by applying association measures (AMs, e.g., loglikelihood, pointwise mutual information, etc.) on co-occurrence counts in windows of different sizes (Pecina, 2010) . However, the phraseological tradition states that collocations are idiosyncratic asymmetric combinations of syntactically related pairs of words (Hausmann, 1989; Benson, 1989) . In this regard, their asymmetry derives from the fact that one of the elements of a collocation (the BASE, e.g., cab in take a cab) is freely selected due to its meaning, while the choice of the other (the COLLOCATE, e.g., take in the previous example) is restricted by the former (Mel'čuk, 1995 (Mel'čuk, , 1998 . Following this perspective, the process for extracting collocations should take advantage of syntactic parsing (Seretan, 2011) . Moreover, and with a view to capture the asymmetry of these expressions, directional AMs have been proposed (Carlini et al., 2014) . To evaluate the impact of each extraction method, some researchers perform a manual revision of a ranked list of collocation candidates (Seretan and Wehrli, 2006) , while others collect a set of gold-standard collocations (from corpora or dictionaries) to evaluate their identification methods Pearce, 2002; Pecina, 2010; Evert et al., 2017) .
Notwithstanding, most studies focus only on one language or just on a collocation pattern, and most of them use very different gold-standards (e.g., considering idioms or proper nouns as a type of collocations), so that their results are not comparable and cannot be generalized to other languages or collocational schemes. This paper presents a systematic evaluation of twelve AMs -both symmetric and directionalwhich have been proposed for collocation extraction. The experiments are carried out us-ing three syntactic patterns (adjective-noun, verbobject, and nominal compounds) in English, Portuguese, and Spanish. To obtain accurate recall and precision values, we have created goldstandard corpora containing 1, 526 collocations labeled in context in these languages. 1 The annotation was performed following a phraseological approach, which not only identifies each collocation but also classifies it according to a lexical function in the Meaning-Text Theory (Mel'čuk, 1998) .
The results of the performed experiments show that, to extract these dependency-based collocations, frequency data behaves similarly to the best association measures, and that directional measures obtain worse results than symmetric ones. Moreover, these findings are general tendencies in the three languages that have been evaluated.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. First, Section 2 introduces some related work on the use of AMs for extracting collocations. Then, we briefly present the gold-standard corpora in Section 3. The evaluation and discussion of the results are addressed in Sections 4 and 5, while some conclusions are drawn in Section 6.
Related Work
There is a rich variety of studies dealing with the automatic extraction of collocations from corpora. In this respect, several papers addressed this task applying different AMs to short sequences of ngrams (Smadja, 1993) or syntactic dependencies (Lin, 1999; Seretan and Wehrli, 2006) . Other studies, such as and took advantage of POS-tags to focus on particular collocational patterns.
Pearce (2002) compared previous statistical approaches to identify collocational bigrams, showing that the different definitions of collocations involve divergences in the results. In this respect, papers such as Thanopoulos et al. (2002) include named entities in some of the gold-standards. Pecina and Schlesinger (2006) and Pecina (2010) carry out a large comparison of dozens of statistical metrics to identify collocations (including idioms) in Czech corpora, also proposing several combinations of AMs which improve the performance of single measures. A recent comparison of various AMs, using different corpus sizes and two different gold-standards in English can be found in Evert et al. (2017) , which also evaluate 1 https://github.com/marcospln/collocations surface-based and dependency-based approaches. In Uhrig et al. (2018) , the authors analyze the impact of several dependency parsers and syntactic schemes in the same task.
The asymmetric properties of collocations have been taken into account, for instance, in Gries (2013), which proposed directional measures (∆P) to better capture the behaviour of these expressions. Correspondingly, and following an approach similar to ours, Carlini et al. (2014) propose another asymmetric measure (N P M I c ) based on a normalized version of mutual information (Church and Hanks, 1990) .
A related task consists of automatically classifying the semantic properties of collocations by means of lexical functions or glosses. In this regard, some studies apply machine learning methods to train classifiers (Wanner et al., 2006 Gelbukh and Kolesnikova, 2012) , while others use distributional semantics to identify a collocate given a base and a lexical function (Rodríguez-Fernández et al., 2016) .
Among the many studies that evaluate AMs to extract collocations from corpora, most of them focus only on one language (usually in English, German, Czech, or Spanish) and use different approaches (surface-based or syntactic dependencies). Moreover, different interpretations of collocations make most studies not comparable. Taking the above into account, our evaluation is carried out in a new dataset in three languages and with different syntactic patterns, which has been manually annotated from a phraseological viewpoint following the Meaning-Text Theory.
3 Gold-standard multilingual corpora of collocations.
This section summarizes the annotation process of the corpora and its results. 2 Before that, we introduce the main characteristics of collocations in the phraseological viewpoint adopted in this paper.
Collocations
As said, we understand collocations as asymmetric combinations of two syntactically related lexical units (Hausmann, 1989) . In this regard, one of the elements that form the collocation (the base) is chosen by the speaker due to its meaning. The base, in turn, restricts the selection of the other lex-ical unit (the collocate), which conveys a particular meaning in function of a given base. Under the Meaning-Text Theory, the concept of collocation was formalized as follows:
A COLLOCATION AB of L is a semantic phraseme of L such that its signified 'X' is constructed out of the signified of the one of its two constituent lexemes -say, of Aand a signified 'C'['X'='A⊕C'] such that the lexeme B expresses 'C' contingent on A.
where A is the base, B the collocate, L a language, and 'C' and 'X' the meanings of the collocate (in this context) and of the collocation, respectively. From this perspective, lexical restrictions are more important than the co-occurrence frequency of the combination, which does not play any role in this definition (Mel'čuk, 1998) . This theory also proposes the concept of Lexical Functions (LFs), a tool to represent the relation between the base and a set of potential collocates which convey a given meaning (Wanner, 1996; Mel'čuk, 1996) . Thus, using the Magn LF (which means 'intensification') we could define Magn(breath)=deep and Magn(effort)=great to respectively represent the collocations deep breath and great effort.
Source corpora and annotation
To create our multilingual gold-standard corpus we used three subcorpora of the PARSEME Shared Task 1.1 (Ramisch et al., 2018) . In this respect, some of the MWEs labeled by the PARSEME community (namely the light-verb constructions, LVCs) actually intersect with our objectives, so we took advantage of these annotations. We selected the test splits for Portuguese and Spanish (58k and 39k tokens, respectively), and the train dataset for English (with 53k tokens). These resources are annotated with Universal Dependencies (Nivre, 2015) .
Guidelines:
We defined specific guidelines for each collocation type following Mel'čuk (1995) . Besides, we attempted to be compatible with the PARSEME guidelines with a view to combining both annotations. Since we use dependency parsing to retrieve candidate collocations, we annotated the following three syntactic patterns, here exemplified with some of the included LFs:
Verb-object (obj): this collocation type refers to predicative nouns depending of verbs which do not contribute to the meaning of the combination (Oper1: fazer aparição; '[to] appear' in Portuguese), express causation (CausOper1: conceder autorización; '[to] give permission' in Spanish) or a particular meaning with this specific base (N onStandard: [to] shake hands). Most of these cases were covered by the LVC category in the PARSEME guidelines, so besides annotating some new collocations, we revised each LVC and added their LFs.
Adjective-noun (amod): in these collocations the adjective may express the meaning of 'intensification' (M agn: excelente calidad, 'excellent quality' in Spanish), or 'attenuation' (AntiM agn: baixo rendimento; 'low performance' in Portuguese), convey a positive or negative evaluation of the speaker (Bon: great film, AntiBon: dura realidade; 'harsh reality' in Portuguese), or have a specific sense when modifying the noun (N onStandard: agua dulce; 'fresh water' in Spanish).
Nominal compounds (nmod and compound):
in a nominal compound, the head of the relation may express the concept of 'head of a collective' (Cap: police chief ), 'a part of' (Sing: membro [do] grupo; 'group member' in Portuguese), or of a 'set' or the 'totality' of the dependent (M ult: ramo de rosas; 'bouquet of roses' in Spanish).
Procedure: To carry out the annotation process, we first extracted every instance of the target relations (obj, amod, nmod, and compound) from the source corpora, then organized as base;collocate;relation lemmatized triples. This process generated 12, 496 candidates (≈ 5k amod, ≈ 3, 5k nmod/compound, and ≈ 4k obj).
Using these data, all the triples were arranged into nine sheets (one per language and dependency relation) including for each candidate a link to an automatically generated HTML page with actual examples from the corpora.
Then, a group of three experts revised the candidates on the sheets, classifying each combination as collocation, non-collocation, or doubt. After that, a final sheet for each relation and language was generated, with the most frequent label for each combination. The dubious cases (those with more than one doubt, or with total disagreement between the annotators) were revised and classified by the whole team of language experts.
Finally, the gold annotations were added to the initial corpora and transferred to WebAnno (Eckart de Castilho et al., 2016) . Then, we used this tool to correct some special cases (e.g., collocations including internal MWEs) and to perform a general revision of the corpora before converting the WebAnno data into the final .conllu format.
Final resources and results
From the initial ≈ 12.5k unique dependency triples, the annotation process yielded a total of 1, 394 collocations (≈ 11%). The amod pattern was the most productive one (620 different examples) followed by obj (579). Nominal compounds were the less frequent type, with 195 labeled collocations. The multi-k inter-annotator agreement (Davies and Fleiss, 1982) produced values between k = 0.37 (nmod) and k = 0.71 (obj). During the annotation process, 447 combinations were marked as doubt, and out of these, 260 were finally considered collocations by the language experts. Even if we do not make explicit use of lexical functions in this paper, it is worth mentioning that the collocations in these final corpora are labeled using 60 LFs, which may be useful to evaluate extraction and classification strategies Rodríguez-Fernández et al., 2016; Kolesnikova and Gelbukh, 2018) .
Evaluation
This section describes the experiments carried out to evaluate the performance of the different AMs in our gold-standard corpora.
Data
From the above presented gold-standard corpora we used the 12.5k dependency triples of the three syntactic patterns as testing data to assess the impact of different AMs. The labeled collocations were used as true positives and the rest of the examples as true negatives. Since the size of our data (≈ 155k) is not enough to extract statistical data for the computation of suitable association values, we compiled three corpora (one per language) with about 100 million tokens each. These reference corpora were used to obtain the statistical values of the 12.5 triples. With a view to obtain comparable results, we created these corpora in an analogous way. Thus, each of them contains 50 million tokens from Wikipedia, 20 million from the Europarl corpus (Koehn, 2005) , 10 million from OpenSubtitles (Lison and Tiedemann, 2016) , and a set of 20 million tokens formed by news, web pages, and small corpora from the Universal Dependencies 2018 and PARSEME 1.1 shared tasks (Zeman et al., 2018; Ramisch et al., 2018) . The texts were tokenized, PoS-tagged and lemmatized by LinguaKit (Gamallo et al., 2018) , and parsed by UDPipe, a state-of-the-art dependency parser based on neural networks (Straka and Straková, 2017) . We used the Universal Dependencies formalism, which yielded the best results in a similar comparison (Uhrig et al., 2018) , training the models with the 2.3 version of the UD treebanks .
Experiments
Besides raw frequency, we have evaluated eleven association measures which have been used for both dependency and ngram-based collocation extraction. As symmetric measures we used simplell, t-score, z-score, (pointwise) mutual information (MI), MI 2 , Dice, log-likelihood, and χ 2 (Evert, 2008; Pecina, 2010) . Also, we have included two directional AMs which have been proposed to model the asymmetry of collocations (see Section 3.1): DeltaP (Gries, 2013) in both directions (∆P (base|collocate) , and ∆P (collocate|base) ), and N P M I c (Carlini et al., 2014) . See Tables 3  and 4 in Appendix A for the equations.
For each language and collocation pattern, we computed precision and recall values for every AM and plotted them into two dimensional precision-recall (PR) curves. PR curves allow us to compare the performance of the different measures, by looking at those curves closer to the top-right corner. Figure 1 includes two examples of different PR curves in English and Portuguese (where x-axis is recall and y-axis precision). These graphics are useful to rapidly observe those measures that are clearly better than others (i.e., they have higher precision in most recall values), but the visualization may be ambiguous if the curves cross each other along the plot (in those AMs which are better than others only in specific recall intervals).
To provide comparable results for the different scenarios we computed two single values in each experiment: area under curve (AUC), which measures the area below each PR curve (Davis and Goadrich, 2006), and mean average precision (MAP), which represents the mean of the precision in each recall value (Pecina and Schlesinger, 2006; Pecina, 2010) . Following Pecina we computed MAP in the recall interval 0.1, 0.9 . First, we will show the micro-average results of each AM per language, followed by the results for each dependency relation. Finally, we will also present the AUC and MAP values for each language and relation.
Results
As mentioned, Figure 1 contains the precisionrecall curves for different AMs in English (1a) and Portuguese (1b). To guarantee a proper visualization we included only seven AMs in each plot: in both cases we drew the best and worse measures (frequency and MI, respectively), and five different curves for English and Portuguese.
In both cases, the best results were obtained by those AMs which promote recurrent combinations, such as the raw frequency or t-score, and the lowest ones by mutual information (which tends to assign high values to low-frequency candidates). A deeper analysis of the curves in the three languages allowed us to define three groups of AMs: (i) those with better PR curves, including frequency, t-score, log-likelihood, χ 2 , and simplell; (ii) another set with intermediate values (MI 2 , z-score, ∆P (c|b) , and Dice); and (iii) three measures which produced lower results in most cases: N P M I c , ∆P (b|c) , and MI. Even if this classification varies in some scenarios, the average results in the three languages seem to confirm this tendency.
In Figure 2 it can be seen the micro-average AUC results for each language, with a clearer and more comparable visualization of the behaviour of the evaluated AMs in each language.
The next experiment was carried out to compare the performance of the AMs in each dependency relation. Figure 3 contains the AUC results for each pattern. On the one hand, these values show that the results are quite different in each dependency relation. In this respect, verbobject combinations were those more accurately extracted, while the quality of the nmod extractions were much lower than both obj and amod (with intermediate results). On the other hand, Figure 3 also shows that the previously referred groups of AMs follow the same tendency in this evaluation as well.
Finally, Tables 1 and 2 display the AUC and MAP values for each relation and language. Overall, the AUC results follow the above mentioned tendencies. For verb-object collocations raw frequency obtained the best results in the three languages, followed by χ 2 (in Portuguese and Spanish), and by t-score in English. In amod and nmod patterns, however, there are some differences in those measures with higher results. Thus, amod candidates were better ranked by simple-ll in English, while χ 2 was the best AM in the Portuguese data. For nmod, frequency, t-score, and simple-ll obtained the best numbers in English, Portuguese, and Spanish, respectively. Apart from these variations in the highest-ranked measures, it is worth mentioning that the Dice coefficient had better results than χ 2 in the classification of nmod combinations in Portuguese and Spanish.
The mean average precision (Table 2) produced a different ranking of the AMs with regard to the previous evaluation. First, it is important to note that Dice has the best macro-average MAP values, achieving the first position in three scenarios (obj collocations in Portuguese and Spanish, and nmod in Spanish). Raw frequency performed better than Dice in five cases, but with low results in Portuguese with the obj dataset. Even though the best measures are basically the same (with the exception of Dice), the intermediate and lowest results differ from the AUC values: z-score gets worse macro-average numbers than the other measures, while MI obtains better results, specially in obj in Portuguese and Spanish. Regarding the di-rectional measures, both ∆P variants get lower results, while N P M I c shows a good performance when compared to its AUC numbers.
Discussion
To make a better interpretation of the previous figures, this section discusses the most interesting results provided by the performed experiments.
First, when compared to the values provided by other studies, the low precision obtained in our experiments is striking. As an example, MAP values in Pecina (2010) surpass 0.65, while the best average results in our tests were of about 0.30. In this regard, we consider that the different concept of collocation of both studies lead to critical differences in the results, as pointed in Section 2. For instance, the annotators of the referred study (Pecina, 2010) considered collocations some expressions not covered by our data, such as idioms, phrasal verbs, or terms, with more than 20% of true collocations (versus the 11% of our corpus). Other papers which use diverse corpora also obtain different results depending on the gold-standard (Evert et al., 2017) . Apart from that, and as Figure 2 and Tables 1 and 2 refer, there are evident differences among the collocation patterns, so direct comparisons should take this fact into account. Specially in nmod, the low results might be due to our restrictive annotation guidelines, which caused that only 5.5% of the candidates were labeled as collocations (versus 14.6% and 12.6% in obj and amod, respectively). As pointed out in Section 3.3, the inter-annotator agreement in this particular relation was also the lowest one.
Despite the divergences among the dependency relations, the average results per language did not show evident variations with respect to the evaluated AMs. Small differences occur, however, inside each of the three mentioned groups. For instance, log-likelihood and MI 2 work better, respectively, than χ 2 and ∆P (c|b) in English, while Portuguese had the opposite tendencies in both cases.
With regard to the directional measures, our experiments showed that, in spite of the asymmetric structure of collocations, symmetric measures produced, on average, better results. The low values of ∆P (b|c) are somehow expected because this AM encodes the directionality from the collocate to the base, and not the other way around as the theoretical descriptions of collocations propose. However,
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Portuguese Spanish  macro  obj  amod nmod  obj  amod nmod  obj  amod nmod  avg Apart from the previous observations, the most relevant result when compared to similar evalua-tions is the impact of raw frequency in the ranking of candidate collocations. In the best values were achieved in most cases by t-score and by frequency, but in other studies such as Evert et al. (2017) , frequency-based extractions had only better results than MI (and than ∆P variants in some cases). In our data, however, candidates ranked by frequency were those with the best results (except in a few cases, see Tables 1 and 2 ). In this respect, Figure 4 shows an overview of the frequency versus MI distribution of both collocations and non collocations in our gold-standard. This graph indicates that most collocations have less than 3, 000 occurrences in our reference corpora. More interesting, frequen- cies higher than ≈ 200 are those with a better ratio between true positives and true negatives, while in low frequent combinations most candidates were not considered collocations. When looking at the data, one can see that frequent (non collocational) combinations such as find [a] way or do [a] thing appear on the top positions, while less recurrent collocations (e.g., give [a] shrug, or crude intensity) are not promoted due to their low frequency.
In order to delve deeper in the frequency impact we selected, from each reference corpus, the 10 most frequent combinations of each syntactic pattern and classified them into four categories: free combinations, collocations, idioms, or other. In verb-object and adjective-noun patterns, most candidates were classified as collocations (80% in obj, and ≈40% in amod, which presents a wider distribution). However, 60% of nominal compounds were classified as free combinations, 30% as idioms, and only 10% as collocations. This brief evaluation shows that, even if the use of raw frequency is not enough to carry out an accurate extraction of collocations, these data are useful to identify some types of collocations. Despite frequency-based extraction (and also other measures which promote recurrent candidates) identifies recurrent free combinations and ignores true but infrequent collocations, those top-ranked candidates are not especially noisy (except for nmod), so they may be a good starting point for further annotation. In this respect, it is important to note, as referred by studies such as Lin (1999) , Seretan and Wehrli (2006), or Evert (2008) , that these observations are especially relevant for dependency-based collocation extraction, which only selects as candidates those pairs of lemmas with a particular POS-tag which are related by specific syntactic relations. Other extraction strategies, using for instance ngrams of tokens, are more sensible to the effects of different AMs, because they often do not include the referred morphosyntactic and syntactic constraints which reduce the the noisy data. It is worth mentioning, however, that other experiments where co-occurrence frequency had a decisive impact also made use of syntactic information by means of constrained lexico-syntactic patterns .
In sum, the analyses carried out in this paper point out that frequency information plays an important role in dependency-based collocation extraction. Nevertheless, the results also showed that the precision of both frequency and other AMs is not enough to automate the identification of collocations, so other strategies should be utilized. Finally, our evaluation have also shown that most AMs behave similar in the three evaluated languages, but also that each syntactic pattern reacts differently to the various AMs. In this regard, it would be interesting to apply specific AMs for different relations and frequency folds, aimed at identifying low-frequency cases . Apart from that, combining different AMs (Pecina and Schlesinger, 2006; Pecina, 2010) , and using semantic compositionality to identify idioms and other non collocation candidates might be useful to improve the unsupervised extraction of collocations from corpora (Cordeiro et al., 2019) .
Conclusions and Further Work
In this paper we have performed an evaluation of the impact of different statistical measures on the automatic extraction of dependency-based collocations in different languages. To carry out these experiments, we annotated gold standard corpora containing 1, 394 unique collocations in English, Portuguese, and Spanish. The annotation was done by means of syntactic dependencies, and each collocation was enriched with its lexical function in the Meaning-Text Theory.
We have compared 12 statistical measures, both symmetric and directional, which have provided interesting results. First, it has been shown that the average performance of each association measure is similar in the three evaluated languages. Second, each dependency-based pattern (specially nmod combinations) reacts differently with respect to the various measures. Third, the 12 measures can be grouped in three different clusters regarding their behavior in the precision-recall curves. Fourth, in spite of the asymmetric structure of collocations, symmetric measures achieve better results than the directional ones. And finally, the results of our experiments indicate that, in syntax-based collocation extraction, raw frequency performs as well as the best AMs.
The results also confirm that single association measures are not enough to successfully extract collocations from corpora, so further work can be focused on the combinations of statistical information from different measures. In this respect, distributional approaches that automatically classify MWEs regarding its compositionality may be also useful to filter out non collocational expressions from the extracted candidates. Table 4 : Association measures compared in this this paper. E means expected frequency (E = BC N ).
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Following Carlini et al. (2014) N P M I c was computed using the natural logarithm instead of log 2 .
